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ANNUAL INDIA LEADERSHIP TRIP
“Want to Work with NGOs
to Develop Innovative Solutions?” ran the headline
in DNA Ahmedabad, Gujarat’s leading English daily
newspaper.
Meanwhile
Sandesh, the leading Gujarati daily, the headline,
“Education should also
include Skills Development,” drew readers’ attention. These headlines –
between which reveal the
depth of AIF’s work on the
ground – appeared just as
the delegates of AIF’s Annual India Leadership Trip
set afoot in Gujarat.

AIF Ambassador, Indian cinema icon, and philanthropist Rahul Bose hosts gender discussions with the AIF Leadership Team.
(Photograph © Ilana Millner)

Pointing to enthusiastic
young children shadowing him at six o’clock in the morning,
the award-winning physician Dr. Abhay Bang, co-founder of the Society
for Education, Action, and Research
in Community Health (SEARCH), says
“meet my plastic army.” Large heaps
of plastic and waste left around by villagers visiting the hospital for treatment at the Shodhgram campus in
Gadchiroli, Maharashtra, are collected
by the youngsters in the early morning hour-long community service held

EVERY YEAR, THE AIF
LEADERSHIP AND
SENIOR SUPPORTERS
EXPERIENCE FIRSTHAND AIF’S WORK
ON THE GROUND,
TO UNDERSTAND THE
DEPTH, BREADTH,
AND IMPACT OF
AIF PROGRAMS
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once a week, spearheaded by Dr. Bang.
Winner along with his wife Rani of the
2015 Lifetime Achievement Award for
Social Impact, they have been running
SEARCH in Gadchiroli for the last three
decades, revolutionizing healthcare for
India’s poorest which has substantially reduced infant mortality rates.
SEARCH, whose approach is endorsed
by the WHO and UNICEF, has served
as AIF’s technical partner in the Maternal and Newborn Survival since its
inception in 2009. The five-day Leadership Trip in January 2015 included a
stay at their ashram preceded by village visits and discussions on maternal and neonatal health care.
A day earlier, in Mumbai, the AIF leadership delegation held animated discussions with a cohort of AIF’s Clinton
Fellows over breakfast, followed by insightful gender-based discussions, led
by AIF Ambassador, Indian cinema and
philanthropy icon Rahul Bose, with the
founding members of renowned NGOs
Akshara, CEHAT, and Stree Mukti
Sanghatna. The delegation also visited

the National Association for the Blind
(NAB) Centre in Worli, where thirty visually impaired participants in AIF’s
Ability Based Livelihoods Empowerment (ABLE) initiative gathered for a
convocation ceremony as part of the
national VEER campaign. A brief tour
around the Centre oriented the Leadership Group on Braille, reader-friendly
software for the visually impaired,
and training activities. Representatives from VEER Ambassador Salman
Khan’s NGO Being Human and CocaCola were also present for the graduation ceremony. The day in Mumbai was
highlighted by a dinner hosted by the
Piramals to mark the beginning of a
partnership in public health.
Every year, the AIF Leadership and senior supporters experience firsthand
AIF’s work on the ground, to understand the depth, breadth, and impact
of AIF programs. This visit not only
serves as an exposure trip, but also as
an opportunity for the program beneficiaries to meet with AIF leadership.
(Continued on Page 3)
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ON THE GROUND				
TOGETHER, IN TUNGI: FELLOWSHIP MIDPOINT
BY ILANA MILLNER, AIF MEDIA FELLOW 2014-15

Fellows Sarah Manchanda and Jessica Meckler hike down to Lake Pawna in Tungi, Maharashtra. (Photograph © Ilana Millner)

On January 28 the AIF Clinton Fellowship
Class of 2014-2015 converged in Tungi,
a small hill station in Maharashtra, for
an epic group huddle; a four-day gathering in which Fellows strategized ways to
move forward with each of their individual
projects, as well as ways in which they
can support each other over the next five
months.

stories. It was also interesting to see how
vastly different the daily, lived experiences
we all have such different projects, but
of each of the Fellows can be. These consimilar challenges within them. To talk
trasts were discussed over the course of
about those challenges in an open setting
the conference and illustrated during each
was really reassuring; it’s something that I
of the Fellows’ presentations on their work
can’t talk about with my friends from back
to date.
home, so it’s nice to know that
THE FELLOWSHIP... IS BOTH
there’s a group of people I can go
to if I need anything.”
BROAD-REACHING—

Fellows hiked, participated in a Fellow-led
workshop on gender and discrimination,
checked in with staff mentors, spent time
with AIF India Country Director Nishant
Pandey, faced-off in a rousing game of
Newlyweds to determine which platonic
duos knew each other best, and gave
presentations on both the obstacles overcome, and the hurdles and goals that lie
ahead.

This sentiment highlights the
EMBEDDING FELLOWS
true source of the Fellowship’s
WITHIN COMMUNITIES
strength; it is both broad-reaching—embedding Fellows within ACROSS THE COUNTRY—AND
communities across the counINCREDIBLY TIGHT-KNIT.
try—and incredibly tight-knit.
After only five months, the Fellowship class has already woven itself an
From Larry Reinhard’s explanation of his
encompassing quilt of stories, many of
project on public toilet blocks in Ahmedwhich were retold with great theatrics over
abad’s informal settlements (Placement
the course of the Midpoint conference.
organization: St. Xavier’s Non Formal
Education Society), to Alia Dharssi’s disThe unique value of this cohesive, nacussion of her work on issues of urban
tional support network of Fellows is even
governance and policing in Bangalore
more remarkable when one considers how
(Placement organization: Janaagraha), to...

Ranu Nath, a Fellow with Tata Consultancy
Services (TCS) in Mumbai, reflected on
the many benefits of the conference: “It
was really great to see everyone and swap
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(Continued on Page 3)
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ON THE GROUND
FELLOWSHIP MIDPOINT

(CONT)

(Continued from page 2)...Sarah Manchanda’s presentation on her work with the Rishi
Valley Rural Education Centre (RIVER), to
Marios Falaris’ plans for researching different approaches to conflict resolution in
Jammu and Kashmir, Fellows repeatedly
demonstrated their desire to share and absorb a vast array of knowledge and experiences.
This communal knowledge base is of immense worth; at the end of five months,
each of the thirty-five Fellows now has access—via group interaction—to a total
of 175 months of diverse experiences and
learnings from professional and social spaces across India. By the time the program
concludes in July, that will have doubled.
However, above all else, Midpoint was simply about communion; an opportunity to rest
and recharge, brainstorm and debate, gain
new perspectives, and enjoy the company of
friends who have quickly become mentors,

The AIF Clinton Fellowship Class of 2014-2015 presented updates on their projects at the annual Fellowship Midpoint
conference. (Photograph © Ilana Millner)

inspirations, and collaborators as well.
On February 1 the Fellows set out from Tungi, headed towards Mumbai. Hugs were
exchanged, as were mailing addresses, trav-

ANNUAL INDIA LEADERSHIP TRIP
(Continued from page 1) Arriving in the city of Ahmedabad on
Makar Sakranti, the auspicious day of the kite-flying festival
Uttarayan, members of AIF’s leadership had the playful opportunity of trying their hand at kite-flying. Delegates enjoyed
traditional Gujarati cuisine while flying kites on the terrace of
the House of Mangaldas, a heritage home in the heart of the
old city in Ahmedabad. In the evening, the Adani Foundation
hosted dinner amidst rich discussions on possible partnerships in education and public health.
An early morning excursion the next day to Galathra Primary
School in Mansa found the delegation welcomed with song and
dance by cheerful students. These children are beneficiaries of
the Digital Equalizer program, AIF’s longtime flagship program
reforming education through technology, where a TABLAB has
been set up with the support of the Desai-Sethi Family Foundation. Students shared heartwarming experiences on how tablets
are helping them to better understand and apply math concepts,
science experiments, and social studies. The delegation next
heard from participants of the Market Aligned Skills Training,
AIF’s job creation platform for disadvantaged youth. Lunch discussions were held with longstanding partners, who shared their
challenges on the ground, followed by a press conference attended by representatives of regional and vernacular media.
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el tips, and countless words of encouragement. Backpacks weighed neither more nor
less than upon arrival, but it was clear that
much had been gained.

(CONTINUED)
Moving on to the Little Rann of Kutch, surfaced strong memories of AIF’s genesis in the wake of the Gujarat earthquake in
2001. Delegates soaked in the local culture, enjoying high tea
in the vast expanse of the salt pans, followed by a visit to the
homes of crafts persons in nearby villages, and performances
by traditional Kutchi musicians and dancers.
The final day of the trip brought the delegation to one of the
centers of AIF’s Learning and Migration Program (LAMP). The
dhol (drums) and gifted khadi aanti (traditional neckwear) at
Ganganagar Primary school in Sayla, Surendranagar District
welcomed the delegates. They experienced an AIF-run learning
enrichment class for grades 3-5 where the facilitator conducted an activity on parts of speech using flashcards. The group
later held discussions with members of the community deeply
entrenched in the education approach of AIF, where school
management committee members (SMC) discussed issues of
migrant children and encouraging girls to study beyond Grade
8. LAMP has now moved more into community engagement
and participation.
For more information on the AIF Annual Leadership Trip in India,
please visit www.AIF.org.
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SHELTER AS A CATALYST FOR RICKSHAW ENTREPRENEURS
Pushcart owner Shailendra outside Rain Basera facility in Muzzaffarpur, Bihar. (Photograph © Prashant Panjiar)

The Rickshaw Sangh, AIF’s approach to
micfrofinance, enables rickshaw drivers
to own their vehicles by accessing formal
credit, bringing income stability, dignity,
and social benefits (including family health
insurance and identity cards) to people in
this highly exploitative occupation.

Shailendra, a pushcart owner, used to
take the bus home after a day’s work. He
now saves the bus fare by staying at the
Rain Basera. “I have all the conveniences
I need by staying here,” he says. “Earlier,
I used to eat on the footpath, or sleep at
the station.” Shailendra has been coming to the Rain Basera for
the last six months. His daily
EDUCATION IS VERY IMPORTANT earning is around Rs 100-150
($1.50-$2.50 USD). Once he
FOR MY CHILDREN AND GRANDfinishes repaying the loan
CHILDREN SO THEY WILL NEVER
for his pushcart, he plans to
open a bank account and edPULL A RICKSHAW LIKE ME. THE
his children in a nearby
NEXT GENERATION IN MY FAMILY ucate
government school.

WILL ALL BE EDUCATED.

In Muzaffarpur, the fourth most populous
city in Bihar, AIF has set up a unique type
of shelter for rickshaw operations and
their families. Rain Basera is a shelter
with basic amenities. Most of the Rickshaw Sangh members live in poverty and
do not have access to proper facilities including basic hygiene, eating, or sleeping.
Many eat off the street and sleep in their
pushcarts.
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AIF’s local partner Jeevan
Jyoti Kala Kendra (JJKK)
worked in collaboration with the municipality to open the Rain Basera facility.
Here, the rickshaw pullers have space to
sleep and wash, with toilet and canteen
facilities, and even read the newspaper
and watch TV. A single meal is reasonably
priced at Rs 30 (50 cents). They also have
a space for parking their rickshaws while
they stay at the Rain Basera. Most of the
beneficiaries using this facility are from

distances far away from the town. They
stay at the shelter and visit their homes
once a week, thereby saving on transport
costs for the daily commute.
Laxman owns two thelas, traditionally
earning around Rs 125 per day ($2 USD).
Now his income has gone up to Rs 300400 per day ($5-6 USD). “Outside, you
can’t get a meal for less than sixty rupees
($1 USD) and they refuse to feed us because they think we will ask for more. In
the Rain Basera, we get reasonably priced
food, plus I can rest, play cards, watch TV,
and joke with fellow workers. All facilities
are available. My life’s biggest blessing is
that I have got a bank-enabled loan and
can pay it off in one year. I can also save
my earnings. I have two bank accounts.
Education is very important for my children and grandchildren so they will never
pull a rickshaw like me. The next generation in my family will all be educated.”
Since he became part of the Rickshaw
Sangh and later began utilizing the Rain
Basera facility, Laxman purchases his rations once a month, has two savings accounts, and has been investing in life insurance since 2005.
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SPOTLIGHT
AIF GLOBAL CROWDFUNDING CAMPAIGN
RAISES OVER $100,000 TO SUPPORT LAMP
Every year, over 72 million people in India migrate
from their villages in search of better work. All too
often, their children miss out on receiving an education. LAMP provides an education, hostel, and
food for these children. Since 2005, the program
has impacted over 350,000 in 9 states in India.

Sanya Goenka, a 10 year-old Massachusetts resident, raised over $3,000 for the Light a LAMP Campaign.

Every time Sanya Goenka visits India with her family, she is deeply
saddened by seeing children on the streets and not in school. After hearing about AIF’s Light a LAMP campaign, this 10 year-old
student from Massachusetts was inspired to take action. “I realized how fortunate I am and that I could help children in India,”
says Sanya. She reached out to her friends and family and raised
over $3,000.
More than 700 people from around the world joined the Light
a LAMP campaign, raising funds and awareness for the Learning and Migration Program (LAMP) to ensure children of migrant
workers in remote rural regions of India stay in school and receive
quality education. The campaign – which had nearly 150 fundraisers – brought in over $100,000 and will impact more than 2,000
children.

“What’s so inspiring is that the Light a LAMP campaign was more than just a platform to fundraise,”
says M.A. Ravi Kumar, the CEO of AIF. “It served
as a catalyst to connect people from all walks of life
to support an important initiative.” The AIF Chicago Chapter experienced this firsthand. Families,
young professionals, and children came together
and created fundraising pages to support LAMP.
The chapter ended up raising over $40,000.

The Light a LAMP Campaign was inspired by the
AIF New England Chapter. Last summer, a few of its volunteers
– led by Emil Kuruvilla – designed and executed a local crowdfunding campaign that raised over $22,000 in just three weeks.
With this local success, AIF asked these volunteers to scale up the
campaign on a global level.
Given the scope of the migration problem in India, Sanya feels her
job is not done yet. Since the campaign ended, she has spoken to
her classmates, community members, and the local media about
LAMP. She hopes to inspire others to take part in this effort. “The
campaign got me very excited. I want to keep lighting more lamps!”
AIF is also pleased to announce Emil Kuruvilla will join the AIF family as Development and Communications Officer.

UPCOMING EVENTS
ANNUAL SPRING AWARDS GALA
NEW YORK CITY
THURSDAY, JUNE 11, 2015
CATHEDRAL OF SAINT JOHN THE DIVINE

For more details, visit aif.org/events
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FROM THE FIELD
At Gagodhar High School in Rapar Taluk of Kutch
district, Gujarat, a group of teenage girls from
Grades 9 to 12 are excitedly gathered around a
table to discuss what they would like to do in the
summer.
“We usually spend the summers at our Maama’s
house (maternal uncle),” one chimes in. But
another says, “Let’s put up a skit to create an
awareness campaign for girl child education.”
This idea seems to catch on, and they all agree.
Such Girls Groups are a new initiative of the
LAMP Pathways project in Kutch, Gujarat.
(Photograph © Prashant Panjiar)

